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Events of interest
12-14/10/10

Alex Gorsky confirms participation in CEO summit Register now! |1|
Alex Gorsky, Worldwide Chairman Medical
Devices and Diagnostics Group of Johnson &
Johnson, has confirmed his participation in
the high-level CEO Summit taking place
during the MedTech Forum on Wednesday
13 October 2010 from 16.00 to 18.00 at the Crowne Plaza
in Brussels. Read more...

29-30/09/10
IMDA Global Access 2010

22/11/10 & 30/11/10
Share this story:

EHTI news and updates |2|
The European Health Technology Institute
for Socio-Economic Research (EHTI) has
received a grant from the Institute for
Health Technology Studies (InHealth) to
provide evidence on the value of medical
technology in improving health-related quality of life. Read

Clinical studies & medical
devices

Want to read more?
Latest blog post
John Wilkinson
More EU needed to ride the
Chinese wave

more...
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Tell a friend
REACH update |3|

more...

The implementation of REACH continues
apace with a number of significant dates
pending. The first date of note is 01
December 2010, by which time the
registration of DEHP needs to be made. Read
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French citizens satisfied with their health system |4|
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According to a recent survey, 61% of French
citizens is satisfied with the healthcare
system and would not seek treatment
elsewhere, even if it were cheaper. Read
more...
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Eucomed engages!
Eucomed welcomes stronger payment obligations for
public hospitals in EU agreement |1|
On 14 September 2010 the European
Parliament (EP) and the Council agreed on a
compromise text for the revision of directive
2000/18/EC on combating late payment in
commercial transactions. Key element of the
agreement is a new payment cap of 60 days for public
authorities. Read more...
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Eucomed meets European Union Chamber of Commerce in
China|2|
This week Eucomed had a meeting with the
European Union Chamber of Commerce in
China (EUCCC). Dirk Moens, Camon Sin and
Lewis Ho elaborated on the challenges and
opportunities that European medical
technology companies currently face in China [...] Read
more...
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CIE taskforce reviews draft guidance on Severe Adverse
Effects reporting and brainstorms on future clinical
requirements to be included in Recast|3|
The Clinical Investigation and Evaluation (CIE) taskforce
met in Vienna on 10 September. The long-debated text of
the guidance document for Severe Adverse Events (SAE) is
coming closer to the final version. Read more...
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Eucomed presents at MedTec Ireland 2010
|4|
The MEDTEC Ireland 2010 conference, which
took place on the 22-23 September in
Galway, Ireland, is a comprehensive 2-day
programme covering EU Medical Device
Regulation and related aspects including international

registrations. Read more...
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Compliance Network update: Special focus on corruption in
Central and Eastern European countries |5|
The last Compliance Network meeting of the year took
place in Brussels on 8 September. The Compliance Network
was established in 2009 to take the lead within Eucomed in
promoting a culture of integrity and ethical business
practices [...] Read more...
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Industry pulse

Source: Boerse Stuttgart

Eucomed Code now available in four more languages
New translations of the Eucomed Code (i.e. Guidelines on
the Interaction with HCPs, Guidelines on Competition Law
and Guidance Document) are now available on the Eucomed
website. These translations provided by Baker & McKenzie
should be of great assistance to Eucomed member
companies and any other interested party. Other languages
will follow soon.
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